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Our fund benchmark, the FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed
Net Rental Index, recorded a net total USD return of 3.22%
in March. The best performing listed real estate market was
Australia, which recorded a total USD return of 5.59% for the
month. The UK recorded the lowest total USD return of -1.77%.

Even within sub-sectors, companies along the quality spectrum
are navigating different challenges. This is displayed no better
than in retail, where a clear bifurcation exists between the
performance of high-productivity and low-productivity assets.
Despite US tax cuts having filtered into greater consumer
spending and retail sales growth, there continues to be a
litany of store bankruptcies resulting from the rationalisation
of legacy excess retail space, over-indebtedness and an
inability to adapt to omnichannel retail. This year is expected
to be another challenging period for retail characterised by
further tenant bankruptcies, higher vacancies and waning tax
cut benefits. While not immune to the sector-wide challenges,
high-productivity malls should be less impacted by the
downtime associated with backfilling the shadow supply that
is being brought on by store closures.

Listed real estate stock performance has been admirable
during the first quarter of 2019. Quarterly earnings results as
a whole were in-line with expectations and most welcomed
given the uncertain macro-economic backdrop. In light of the
performance year-to-date and recent results, it is an opportune
time to share key takeaways from the management meetings
and investor discussions in which we participated, at the Citi
Global Property CEO Conference held in Miami this March.
A distinguishing factor of the conference is the significant
attendance of CEOs and supporting executives. This allows
for meaningful discussions within the context of the businesses
themselves and the environments in which they operate, as
well as the strategies being employed to seize opportunities,
mitigate risks and ultimately create long-term shareholder value.
While attendees were relatively upbeat about the prospects
for real estate stock performance, they acknowledged that the
cycle is protracted and is likely a maturing story.
Good management teams have generally looked to improve
portfolio quality by selling lower quality assets and reinvesting
the proceeds into core existing assets at attractive riskadjusted returns, as well as by buying better quality real estate
that should prove more defensive in tougher conditions. While
management teams by-and-large anticipate that interest rates
will remain low, many have taken the opportunity to fortify
balance sheets by deleveraging through asset sales or equity
issuances, fixing debt at low interest rates and extending
debt maturity profiles. Additionally, demand for real estate
and new supply seem to be in equilibrium, and development
pipelines remain disciplined and of a manageable scale given
the perceived maturity of the cycle. Barring any severe macroeconomic shock, companies exhibiting this confluence of
factors are well positioned for the future. Notwithstanding this,
the different real estate sub-sectors are exposed to unique
fundamentals, geographic nuances, headwinds and tailwinds.

A-grade US retail REITs with proactive management teams
are better equipped to adapt to an expanding onlineretail presence. A case in point is Simon Property Group’s
(Ticker: SPG) recent launch of their digital platform for their
premium outlets business. The initiative is aimed at facilitating
centralised interactions between tenants and customers with
product prices at discounts to retailers’ existing full-price
online offerings. While this potentially leads to cannibalisation
of in-store sales, the hope is that it will create a complementary
‘halo’ effect that captures more shoppers and drives greater
brick-and-mortar sales. Most importantly, it is an example
of a landlord proactively taking steps to revolutionize their
retail offering in a way that attempts to mitigate e-commerce
disruption.
In the office sector, the West Coast continues to be a bright
spot in terms of fundamentals. Landlords are benefiting from
limited new supply due to the prohibitive cost, and lack, of
available land. Demand for space from the general technology
and life science industries is likewise robust and continues to
support pricing power. The same cannot be said for their East
Coast counterparts, where fundamentals are less favourable.
This is particularly true in New York City (NYC) on the west side
of Manhattan, where new supply such as the Hudson Yards
project is creating upward pressure on tenant incentives and
concessions in order to retain tenants and fill vacancy.
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Landlords did indicate that incentive pressures are beginning
to ease, which requires monitoring. Net effective rent growth
in NYC is expected to remain timid amidst soft fundamentals.
The apartment sector is operating at a reasonably healthy
level given that supply and demand are roughly in balance.
Underwriting of development is occurring at lower yields
due to creep in cost inflation, which at the margin should
reduce new supply over the near-term. Looking to another
residential asset type, single-family rental housing is a sector
with tremendous consolidation potential and is benefiting
from a strong wave of demand. Management teams are
noticeably more optimistic that the operating expense
‘hiccups’ experienced in 2018 may largely be behind them,
and that integration of assets into their operating platforms
will be smoother looking ahead. The focus for the year
remains on operations and efficiencies to reduce operating
costs.

Overall, real estate fundamentals remain healthy, mainly
due to manageable supply levels relative to demand. The
estimated forward FAD (Funds Available for Distribution)
yield for the sector is 4.61%, and medium-term growth
prospects are decent. Listed real estate appears to be fairly
priced to slightly expensive, while more attractively priced
opportunities exist in specific real estate sectors and stocks.

Lance Bezuidenhout
INVESTMENT ANALYST

The self-storage sector is still digesting the impact of excess
supply from last year and will likely experience similar
headwinds in 2019 before the supply outlook potentially
improves in 2020. Job growth in 2019 is likely to lag that of
last year, and a decrease in population mobility as well as
the fact that household formation is leaning towards owneroccupied units with storage space, means that the demand
construct for outsourcing storage may not be as sound. Given
that internal growth prospects remain modest and external
growth is becoming increasingly difficult due to acquisition
pricing and lower development yields, management teams
are focusing on their third-party management platforms.
This enables them to create value for other smaller owners
who do not have sophisticated pricing platforms to optimise
store rent and occupancy. In exchange, the REITs earn
a management fee, while building a shadow pipeline of
potential acquisition opportunities.
Industrial logistics continues to be supported by exceptionally
strong tailwinds and it is difficult to ascertain what will derail
the ‘runaway train.’ The need for tenants to locate their
distribution capability near dense population cores remains
a priority to reduce product delivery times to consumers
and ensure access to labour pools, which are becoming
increasingly scarce. The real estate cost component accounts
for roughly 5% of overall product supply chain costs, where
labour and transport can account for 70% to 90% of the total
cost. Hence, location is highly appealing, and the cost thereof
remains somewhat of less consequence to tenants, especially
when cost synergies in labour and transport can be realised by
being closer to city centres. On the supply-side, competitive
urban logistics supply currently remains a peripheral concern
given the lack of prime land sites, and the higher alternative
use value for other asset types. In fact, many industrial assets
are being removed from the existing inventory and converted
to other asset types such as residential apartments, which
garner greater political goodwill from authorities and achieve
higher rental income levels and values.
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Country

Market Cap USD 10 Year Govt Bond Yield
Million

US
Canada

Current Dividend
Historical Yield

Debt %
Local Currency

871 948

2.43%

3.74%

29.55%

49 050

1.62%

3.95%

41.15%

920 998

2.39%

3.75%

30.15%

77 679

1.01%

3.88%

28.60%

Continental Europe

244 774

0.19%

3.88%

33.88%

Total Europe

322 453

0.43%

3.88%

36.65%

Japan

140 472

-0.07%

2.73%

36.83%

Australia

45 950

1.80%

4.81%

30.05%

Hong Kong

86 956

1.42%

3.09%

14.81%

Singapore

38 408

2.07%

4.68%

36.13%

Total Asia

311 786

0.78%

3.39%

31.40%

Total

1 555 236

1.75%

3.71%

31.57%

Region

MARCH 2019
Return %
(USD)

MARCH 2019
Return %
(Rand)

YTD
Return %
(USD)

YTD
Return %
(Rand)

Global Investors Index (NTR)

3.22%

5.81%

14.18%

14.44%

North America

3.23%

5.82%

15.99%

16.26%

Europe

3.01%

5.60%

12.12%

12.38%

Asia ex Australia

4.03%

6.63%

11.54%

11.80%

5.59%

8.23%

11.44%

11.70%

-3.88%

-1.46%

1.22%

1.45%

Total North America
UK

Australia
SA Listed Property Index

INFORMATION SOURCE AND METHODOLOGY						
						
Data:		Bloomberg unless stated otherwise					
Calculations:

Catalyst Fund Managers					

Clean Price:

Adjusts the closing price for distribution accrued since last distribution date

Rolled yield:

Time weighted current 12 month historic distribution divided by the clean price

Debt %:		

These are loan to value numbers.					

Date:		

All data taken on 1 April 2019					

Universe:		

Companies included are only those companies that form part of the Catalyst core universe		
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Catalyst Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd
4th Floor Protea Place, Protea Road,
Claremont, 7708 Cape Town, South Africa
PO Box 44845, Claremont 7735 Cape Town, South Africa

Tel: +27 21 657 5500
Fax: +27 21 683 7579
www.catalyst.co.za

An Authorised Financial Services Provider
Catalyst Fund Managers SA (Pty) Ltd (FSP: 36009)
Catalyst Fund Managers Global (FSP: 45418)

The information contained in this document is confidential, privileged and only for the information of the intended recipient
and may not be used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of Catalyst Fund Managers. The opinions
expressed are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing this document, Catalyst Fund Managers makes no
representations and gives no warranties of whatever nature in respect of this document, including but not limited to the accuracy
or completeness of any information, facts and/or opinions contained therein. Catalyst, its subsidiaries, the directors, employees
and agents cannot be held liable for the use of and reliance of the opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in this document.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of investments and the income from them may fall as well as
rise. Investments in equities are subject to market risk and, potentially, to exchange rate risk.
This document is for information only and does not constitute advice or solicitation for funds.

